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P R O C E D I N G S

2 CHIEF JUSTICE EUP e will hear arguments

3 next in Patson against Kentucky.

4 Pr. Niehaus, I think you may proceed whenever

5 you are ready.

6 OEAL ARGUMENT Cr J. rAVID rIEHAUS, ESC.,

7 OK BER ALF OF THE PETITIONER

8 XF. NIEHAUS: Thank you, Your Poncr. Yr.

9 Chief Justice, and may it please the Court, the issue

10 presented today arose out of a state criminal proceedin

11 in Jefferscn County, Kentucky, in which the rrosecutor

12 employed four of the six peremptory challenges that were

13 alloted to him under court rule to remove all black

14 persons on the panel of jurocrs.

15 These panel members had alL survived the

16 challenges for cause under the K entucky system m, which is

17 called the blind strike system m, and peremptory

18 challenges are made at all -- at th = close of all

19 challenges for cause, and they are naie by means of

20 striking from identical lists simultaneously names of

21 the jurors that either party wishes to have removed.

22 But before the jury was s worn, trial cou nsel

23 for petitioner made a motion to discharge the panel cn

24 the ground that the cnoval of the four blacks by these

25 peremptory challenges denied the right to trial by 3n
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I impartial jury under the Sixth and. Fourteenth Amendments

2 to the Constitution ain also denied equal protection of

3 the law.

4 QUESTIONS Were you trial counsel?

5 R. NTEEAUS: No, Your Honor, The petitioner

6 asked for a hearing :n his motion, but it was denied

7 basically on the ground that anybody can strike anybody

8 they want to. Those are the words of the trial judge in

9 the case. The same issue was raised on appeal, on

10 direct appeal tc rhe supreme Court of Kentucky, and that

11 court also affirmed by stating that an alleag tion of

12 lack of a fair cross section on a jury which does not

13 concern system tic exclusion from the jury drum, which

14 is the composition device for the jury list, des not

15 rise to constitutional proportions, and therefore the

16 court refused to adopt any law.

17 I think as the Court can see, neither of the

18 ..rial court nor the S uprpme C curt of Kentucky was

19 willing to consider any regulation of peremptory

20 challenges, and I think both followed the conventional

21 interpdstation of Snain verses Alabam.na which this Court

22 decided in 1965.

23 QUESTIONS Well, the court could have, without

24 regard to Swain, could have proceeded under state law to

25 regulate.

4
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1 1PF. NIEHAUS: Your Honor, that was not raised

2 in this particular case , alth cugh it cer tai nl y cou ld.

3 It was not argued, although it wa men..±cned, but there

4 is no doubt that they could have proceeded cn that

5 basis. The con ventional inte rpretation of Cwain is that

6 there can be no uesti->n of p eramptory challenges and

7 the way that they are exercised in any one particular

8 case.

9 This has been the basis for decisions of the

10 many state courts who have refused to consider the newer

11 rules that have been aivancel by the Supreme Court of

12 California, the court in Massachusetts, and rore

a recently by two federal appellate courts.

4 QUESTION: 1c. Niehaus, Swain was an equal

15 protection challenge, was it not?

16 N. NIEHAU: Yes.

17 QUESTiON: Your cla im here is based solely cn

18 the Sixth A mend ment?

19 iSP. NI"HAU Yes.

20 QUESTION: Is that cocrect?

21 MP. Y IEHAUS. That is what we are a rguing,

22 yes.

23 QUESTICN You are not asking for a

24 reconsideration of Swain, and you are making no equal

25 protection claim here. Is that correct?
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1 MPR. NIEHA US We have not made an equal

2 protection claim. T think that Swain will have to be

3 reconsidered to a certain extent if only to consider the

4 arguments that are made on behalf of affirmrance by the

5 respondent and the solicitor general.

6 QUESTTN-. Why do you fall short cf a direct

7 attack on Swain on equal protection?

8. MR. NIEHAUS- Swain within the conventional

9 interpretation simply states that no attack can be trade

10 on the exercise in one particular case, and as the

11 record in this case shows no more than what happened in

12 this one particlar case.

13 QUESTION. But Swain preceded the time, did it

14 nct, when the amendment was m adg applicable to the

15 states?

16 MR. NE1AUS: Certainly. The Sixth Amendment?

17 QUESTION. Yes.

18 MR. NIEHAUC; Yes, Your Honor.

19 QUESTION. So I ask auain, why don t you

20 attack Swain heaj. on?

21 ME.. NTEHAUS; T believe that we will 'e

22 attacking it in the course o: our argument, Your Honor,

23 because I think that the bases that underlie the proof

24 standard in Swain have been eroded somewhat by a

25 reexamination of the histocioal
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1 QUESTIDN % I though t you just answe rd Justice

2 O'Connor by saying, no, you weren t really attacking

3 Swain except by implic Lion.

4 R. NIEHAUS: ; e have not made a specific

5 argument in the briefs that have been filed either in

6 the Supreme Court of Kentucky or in this Court saying

7 that we are atta:kin; Swain is such. We hava maintained

8 that because the Sixth Amendment guarantees a right to a

9 jury tha.t is as representative of the community as

10 possible, that the ;outt may proceed on that basis alone

11 and may cr may not have to alter its holding in Swain n

12 order to achieve its Jesire.

13 QUESTI N. Are you saying the Sixth Arendment

14 righL caeuires that the actual petit jury that tries the

15 case mast be representative, or have our cases talked

16 about the panel?

17 MR. NTEHAUS- No case specifically hold s what

18 we er;- asking fcr today. Th; most appcsite case, which

19 of coarse is Taylcr versus Loui-lina, speaks cnly to the

20 panels from which the petit jury' is actually selected.

21 We are asking f c- an extension.

22 QUESTION: I wculd suppose until peremptory

23 challenges are just out enticely, you would have to just

24 be talking about the panel, because even if you win this

25 case, there are going to be a lot of peremptory

7
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1 challan-es exercise for other r reasons that might well

2 eliminate identifiable groups in the community.

3 LIP. NIFHAUSA I think that that is quite so,

4 and as long as these peremptory challenges are exercised

5 for some reason related to the matter at hand, I think

6 that the cause for objection is going to be removed. If

7 the Court will recall the remedy that we have proposed

8 in this case, which is based primarily on the Supreme

9 Ccurt of California's rules set out in heelerr, if here

10 is some reason that explains in the context of a

11 particular case, and I would ask the Court t: note that

12 in the first section of Swain the Court alsc linked the

13 exercise of per em pt&-y challah nges to th a cont ext of a

14 particular case. If this explar ation is sa t, sfact ory,

15 then certainly groups will and probably shou: d he

16 removed, but it is the argum nt here that if they are

17 being removed, as in this case, simply for reasons of

18 race, this is a destcuztion of the represent=tive nature

19 of the jury without sufficient reason, and >r that

20 reason the peremptory challenges that are exercised must

21 be regulated.

22 QUEJSTIN; As I understand thz Califcrnia

23 rule, it also apolies to peremptories by defendants? Am

24 I correct?

25 MR. NIEHAU3 Yes. Most of the courts have
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1 adopted that --

2 QUEST I3h; And that would follow alcn i with

3 ycur arg ument?

4 MR. NTEHAUS; Your Honor, we have not put that

5 argument forward simply because it is not necessary to

6 obtain the relief we desire in this case.

7 QUESTION Well, but I think at least speaking

8 for myself I would like to know what the consequences,

9 the logical consequences of adopting your rule are, and I

10 take it if most state courts have adopted it and felt

11 cbliced to extend it to defendants, that might well be a

12 logical consequence.

13 U1R. 'IIEHAUS Oh, I think that it could b=,

14 Your Honor, but the Court could also consider -

15 QUESTICN; Well, how can you eo that urd er a

16 Sixth Amendment clain? I cai understan- ho w you could

17 reach that result under an equal protection claim, which

18 you aren' making, but I don't see how the Sixth

19 Amendment does anything but speak to the defendant's own

20 rights.

21 !,R. NIEHAUS: This is auite right, Your Honor,

22 but the courts that have addressed the matter and more

23 recently the ca se in Booker versus Jade from the Sixth

24 Circuit, which we have not had time to file with the

25 Court, simply talks about fairness between the parties,
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1 j and that it does tend to diminish the perception of

2 fairness in the eyes of the public, and those ccucts

3 have perceived a -- I guess you would say a rignt

4 emanating, although aot specifically state, out of the

5 Sixth Amendment, wherein the courts may impose the same

6 rule on the iefendant in order to bring cut the

7 confidence necessary for --

8 QUESTION Well, it certainly is doctrinally

9 difficult to justify under the Sixth Arrndment, isn't

10 it?

11 R?. NIEHAUS: Yes, Your Hcnor.

12 QIESTICN.: So I come back again tc my question

13 why you didn't attack Swain head on, but I take it if

14 the Court were to overrule Swain, you wouldn't like that

15 result.

16 MR. NIEHAUS; Simply overrule Swain without

17 adopting the ready?

18 QUESTIGi Yes.

19 MR. NIEHAUS: I do. act think that would aive

20 us much comfort, Your Honor, no.

21 QUESTICN. That is a scncession.

22 R. NIFHAUS; Pardon?

23 QUESTION- I said, that is a concession.

24 MR. NIEHAUS: The Court has alwasy recognized

25 that a jury must be representative of the community in

10
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1 order to discharge its functicn.

2 QUESTION. Are you speaking now of a petit

3 jury, the trial jury, or the grand jury, the array?

4 MR. NIEHAUS,: The cases that have been decided

5 by this Court in particular speak about the panel that

6 is set ur . No case that I have been able tc find gets

7 down directly to the petit jury.

8 QUESTICN; And you must.

9 MR. NIEHAUS3 Yes, Your Hcnor. But beforG

10 speaking about the Court 's ca ses, Beal or Glasser, there

11 has always been this idea --

12 QUESTION Well, I just should go back. Swain

13 deal: with just a specific jury, but not in terms of the

14 Sixth Ame:ndment. Is that it?

15 MR. N IE HA US No, it was equal pr otection

16 under the Fourteenth Amendmen t. Put even bef cre this

17 Court's cases decided in the 1940's under the

18 supervisory power, there has always been an idea that

19 the jury must be representative of the community, and we

20 have provided in (ur brief a compilation ,of some

21 statements on this fact.

22 And the pcaztical :eason for this is to

23 interpose a body of untrained citizens between the

24 defendant and the forces of the prosecutor, so that when

25 the prosecutor employs his challenges to remove a

ii
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1 cognizable group from the jury that is actually goin-c to

2 sit, he is destrcying any chance that this jury is acing

3 to be as representative of the .jury as is possible,

4 aiven the fact that you must reduce the community to a

5 panel and finally to a petit jury of 12 or 13.

6 When the prosecutor does this, he is attacking

7 the democratic aspect of the jury wherein the community

8 consents to the convi ction. It is not left simply to

9 the administrative officers in charge of the matter, but

10 the community itself by its representatives' consent.

11 The federal courts of appeal have recun

12 adopting a rule that basically follows the rule set out

13 in Wheeler versus California, an!d these cass_ reject the

14 convoluted and probably cf ter poorly un i -rs tocd

15 statistical an- lyses that ar' assoc ia tPd with the venirs

16 composition cases, and have inst ad. returned tc what I

17 ccnsider to be a more well kn cwn pattern of evidentiary'

18 inferences, an-1 all of the cases that are listed in the

19 briefs begin vi th the concept announced in 'Taylor versus

20 Louisiana which talks about the federal right to jury

21 trial, and that is tnat'the selection of a p-tit jury

22 frcm a representative cross section of the community is

23 an essential component of th? Sixth Amendment right tQ

24 trial by jury.

25 QUESTION, But of -:ourse you want us to go

12
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1 further than that. You want something, you want a

2 representative panel as opposed to just a representative

3 venire.

4 MR. NIEHAU A Yes, we want a representative

5 petit jury if that is possible. We realize that because

6 of the problem in reducing na mbers, that that is not

1 acing to happen in every caze, and I don't think that a

8 criminal defendant can complain about that. But I think

9 that if an agent of the state is employing a .

10 state-provided procedural device to make sure that the

11 Jury is not oin; to be rep-esentative anI. that there is

12 no reason connected with the trial that this agent cf

13 the state is doing so, then the defendant ices have a

14 right to complain.

15 CUESTTl/ As a practical matter, how does the

16 judge go about this? "ust ha have a census of the

17 jurisdiction before him, or i.s it the whole state, or

18 the immediate jurisdiction of the court, the distric- ?

19 F. NIEH-AUS: do not find any cases tal}' inq

20 about that.

21 QUEST I. ': am asking how you would ask the

22 judge to go about it.

23 MR. NIEHAUS: I would ask the judge to take

24 note of the persons in the jury, the actual panel who

25 was %rought from thr pool to the room.

13
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1 QUESTIGN: Are you asking him to take judicial

2 notice of the composition of the state or the county or

3 the district so -ntat he knows? low is he going to make

4 the judgment abcut the jury itself if he doesn't know

5 the composition of the whole community?

6 MR. N IHAUS I think that he does not need tc

7 know those facts. Re needs to know how many, to use the

8 example in this case, how many black jurors are brought

9 from the jury pool to his room. If they disappear, not

10 through challenges for cause, but if they disappear

11 through the exercise of peremptory challenges by the

12 prosecutor, then I think that the julge has --

13 QUESTICN: Is there any difference in the end

14 result if they, to take your ter ", disappear or they are

15 gone frcm the jury on challenges for cause than for

16 peremptories?

17 .F. NIEH1AUS: I think so, because if they ere

18 challenged for can je, that means that they have some

19 reason that they have articulated --

20 QUESTTON: But thean your end result miaht not

21 be representative .

22 MB. NIEHAUS: Certainly', but again, that is a

23 question of securing an impartial jury. Now, it may be

24 that the prosecutor by exercising his peremptory

25 challenges is taking note that that juror has been

14
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1 staring at my -- or staring at the police officer

2 sitting next to me throughout the entire process, and

3 under the Wheeler rule that we are urging, the trial

4 judge or the prosecutor, rather, is entitled tc point

5 this out.

6 QUESTI ; How do you give the judge a chance

7 to correct this? When the jury is -- the selection is

8 completed, but before the jury is sworn in, would ycu

9 for the defendant be required to move that the whole

10 panel be excused and that you start all over because it

11 is not representative, and if so, what evidence would yc

12 put in on a motion of that kind?

13 MR. NIii AU: I thi nk tha t und er the Ken tuck y

14 system, thit that is probably the way the relief must be

15 dcne, because peremptory chat lenges arc exercis-d all at

16 once at the close of challenges for cause. Tn

17 Californie and some other ste tes it is en or. oina

18 process, and a pattern can emerge as the challenges are

19 exercised, but the evidence that I woli point out to

20 the Court is that provided for by theeler pointing cut,

21 first of all, that out cf so many challenges that are

22 available to the prosecutor, he has used x number to

23 remove all members of this one particular group. Under

24 the principles announced in Wheeler, this is sufficient

25 in many cases.
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1 QUEST TC N; Well, 1r. Niehaus, suppose he has

2 six peremptories and he exercises four.

3 KR. NIERAUS: Yes. I think that the -

4 QUESTION. And thece are two others, blacks

5 who are on the jury. Do you have a case now?

6 MR. NIEHAUS: Two are left on the jury?

7 QTJESTIONf; Twc are left, yes.

8 MR. NIEHAUS I think probably so because of

9 the --

10 QUESTION-. Probably so what?

11 MR. N I-HA1US Probably that there is reason

12 fcr complaint because he has used a disproportionate

13 number in order to --

14 QUESTIC N; Well, let me chancy the nurbr

15 then. He exercises t hcee of the. six, and three blacks

16 are on the jury.

17 MR. NIEHAUS' Remain on? That is getting to

18 be a closer situation, and it is something that --

19 QUESTIOCN All right. Two. Two.

20 MR. NIEHAU . I believe that is still a

21 close situation . It depends on the other facts that are

22 available to the trial judge.

23 QUESTIONa Why?

24 MR. N IEHAU S One, under the doctrine of

25 chances that we have articula tea in our brief, it gets

16
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1 to ba a very narrow -natter, and Uerhaps you cannot make

2 any inference from that as to noninnocent intent unless

3 there are other --

4 QUESTION: You say perhaps you may not.

5 MR. NI&HAUS: It depends on whether there are

6 other facts known. I think that the defense lawyer and

7 the trial judge can take into account the history of

8 this particular prosecutor.

9 QUESTIONS H-ow can a prosecutor. answer your --

10 if you adopt a California rule or Massachusetts, how

11 d ces a prosecutor answer your doctrine *of chances? What

12 can he say that would. permit him to strike three out of

13 six blacks?

14 MRP. NTFHAUS: He can point out what it was

15 about these particular iuries that he did nct like. He

16 can say that one was staring at his police officer.

17 QUESTIUN: But it wouldn't turn it into a

18 challenge for cause?

19 MR. NIEHAUEt I don't believe so, and I -don't

20 believe that has been the ex; erience in the

21 jurisdictions that have adopted this rule, that'he must

22 state some reason. It may b that, to give th -Court an

23 example --

24 QUESTICN; Like this black is too well

25 educated, or he works for the wrong company, or

17
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I something like that?

2 N. NIEHAUS: Those ace seasons that are not

3 tied to the fact that this jurcr is simply a black. And

4 so that these might be satisfactory answers under the

5 rule.

6 QUESTION® Even though they wouldn* t succeed

7 as challenges for cause?

.8 MR. NIEHAUS; True,

9 QUESTION- One thina he can't say, T suppose,

+0 is that this venire Gerson is b],ack; anr the defendant

11 is black, and therefore I wc.14 rather have a white

12 juror than a black juror.

13 fR. NIEHAUS. I think so, because it is -- the

14 fact that the prospective juror i a black rather than

15 any reason why, any articulable reason why there is a

16 specific suspected bias that is the motivating cause for

17 removal of this juror.

18 QUESTION: How about the black defendant

19 striking white jurors?

20 ME.. NTEHAUS : I think that presen ts a

21 different --

22 QUESTION: H could say, well, the history, of

23 the death penalty in this community is such that there

24 is prejudice against blacks, there is prejudice against

25 blacks especially if they kill a white, and so I think
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1 that whites - there is a reasonable possibility that

2 whites on this jury will be orejudicl against t this

3 defendant, and that is why - so I am going to strike

4 all the whites I can strictly on a racial basis,

5 assumin- that -- not assuming, but I think that they

6 will be prejudiced against my clients. Now, what about

7 that?

8 MR. NIEHAUSz Well, the harm is there,

9 perhaps, but maybe not as severe, be au3e in most areas

10 of the country I believe that even if a defendant

11 exercises all of his challenges, he will ro t succeed in

12 eradicating all white persons from the jury.

13 QUESTION; But nevertheless, as ycu answered

14 Justice Erennan a while ago, you think it is the reason

15 that is bad, the reason for striking, so that Would be a

16 racial reason for striking a white.

17 MP. NIEHAUS Yes.

18 Qt ESTION-. And you s ,y, but that is

19 permissible

20 FR. NIEHAUS- I think that it is not as

21 serious a problem.

22 QUESTION-. That isa 't what I asked you. Would

23 that be constitutionally permissible, or not?

24 MR. NIEHAUS-. Parsen?

25 QUESTICN; Would that be constitutionally

19
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1 permissible, to strike the whites because of the -

2 QUESTION; What would be the constitutional

3 basis for the claim tha t it was not permissible? What

4 restricts a defendant from striking anybody once, or

5 saying I don't like blacks, or l don't like Jews, or

6 whateverr he wants to say? There is no state action

7 involved here.

8 MR. NIEHAUS I think that is exactly the

9 pcint, that there is no state action involved where the

10 defendant t is exercising his peremptory challenge.

11 QUESTION; But tha:e might be under an equal

12 protection challenge if it is the state system that

13 allows that kind of a strive.

14 MR. NIFHAUS. I believe that is possible. I

15 am really not prepared to answer that specific question,

16 but the idea of the Rill of Rights is to afford

17 protection to the specific defendant.

18 QUESTION i But if a prosecut r strikes w cites

19 because he is afraid that th- whites -- let's say the

20 principal witness for the prosecution is a black,

21 ,although the defendaat is white, and the prosecutor

22 strikes whites because he is afraid they are less likely

23 to believe the black witness than perhaps a substitute

24 black juror.

25 Now, is that a violation of the Ccnstitution?

20
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1 MR. NTEHAUS; I think that it is because it is

2 specific to the matter at hand. Of course, I believe

3 there would h::.v to be a few more facts known.

4 QUESTION: Well, that is all the facts you

5 have.

6 Y R. NIEHAU3- I think that that is specific

7 enough to the proceeiing at hand.

8 QUESTION That whites as a class tend not to

9 believe blacks as witnaasses? That is a good enough

10 reason?

11 MR. KIEHAUS; If that is all that is known,

12 then I think not. It is hard to make a def inite

13 prediction in that specific instance, but probably not,

14 because the idea i aot -- is that the goup itself is

13 nct the predictch of what the person is going to do, sc

is that for that reason I think it woull probably not be a

17 sufficient reason.

8 QUES ION.; Dc you think peremptories by the

19 defense are constitutionally required?

20 MY. NIEHAUS By the defense? Ve have

21 mentioned some considerations in our bcief --

22 QUESTION; I know you have.

23 MR. NIEHAUS-. -- that I believe that because

24 they have been in existence for such a long time, that

25 they may be, even though they were not specifically

21
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1 incorporated into the document, they may be of such

2 importance along an analysis like Williams versus

3 Florida and --

4 QUESTICN: But the prosecution is strictly

5 statutory.

6 MR. NIEBAU3s Yes, Your honor. And they are,

7 I believe, of rather recent origin.

8 QUESTION; Or by practice.

9 MR. NIEHAUS; Yes.

10 QUESTTU ;N You dont think there is any

11 requirement that the number of peremptory challenges be

12 the same for both?

13 MR. NIEHAUS: No, Your 1Mcnor.

14 QUESTION: In most state- they are not. Isn' t

15 that so?

16 MR. NIEHAUS: As far as I have been able to

17 tell, the defendant asaally has anywhere from one to two

18 to several more, depending on what the state has decided

19 to provide. I Ielieve the nacescity for the change is

20 shown by the large number of complaints tbat have been

21 made in recent years concerning the practice cf

22 peremptory challenges based by the prosecutor to remove

23 specific groups.

24 In the petition for certiorari that was filed

25 on behalf of Batson we were able to list sotre 25
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1 Jurisdic-ions. Since that time I believe five or six

2 rcre jurisdictions have considered the matter, and this

3 has come to a point th.st the court must rethink its

4 decision in Swain and look again at the two premises cn

5 which the Swain decision wa s predicated, that cf the

6 history of the p=remptory challenge and also of the

7 function.

8 I think in answer to Justice White's

9 questions, we have spoken somewhat about the histcry and

10 as our brief, shcws the peremptory challenge that is a

11 peremptory challenge for the prosecutor has been in

12 existence probably for only about 150 years. EeforP

13 that time, as the cases show, the process of standing

14 aside was under the control of the trial court, and if

15 the prosecutor used too this device too much, against

16 too many prospective jurors, the trial court could

17 intervene, so that regulation was the norm tefcre the

18 middle part of the last century.

19 I think a more important reason is that at th

20 time Swain was decided this court had nothing to lock at

21 in terms of whether peremptory challenges could serve

22 their function of removing jurors who might be bia sed

23 but whom the parties could n:>t show to be biased without

24 interfering with that practice that now the practice can

25 be regulated, and this is shown by the number of

23
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1 jurisdictions that have adopted the rule.

2 I would point out to the Court that --

3 QUESTION: H-bw many of them ace there?

4 MR. NIEHAUS. I believe there are six now.

5 QUESTION: >alifornia --

6 MR. NI1HAUS; California, "assachusetts, New

7 Jersey, Florida, New Hexico, and, I believe, Delaware,

8 and two federal appellate circuits, the second and the

9 Sixth.

10 QUESTICNs 'ay I ask you' one auesticn about

11 the theory of your case? You have in-icated a lot of

12 practical discussions here, and in response tc Justice

13 Brennan you weren't suce ho% you come ou+ on different

14 numbers of challenges, four, three, two, on(-. Eut 1

15 would like to know if you -- say there is orly one

16 challenge of a black as a peremptory challer.rre, and the

17 judge asks, why did you challenge, as he just dces, and
a

18 he says, well, I don't have to :ll you, bu: I will.

19 The only reason ' challenged him is becaus. he is black,

20 and I think a bla ck is more likely to return a verdict

21 of not guilty if the defend t is black. That is my

22 only reason, and also, I am a little bit prejudiced

23 against blacks.

24 Would there be a constitutional violation or

25 not? Say he left several other blacks on the jury. In

24
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1 your opinion.

2 FMR. NIEHAUS- Several others are left on?

3 QUESTIONS Yes. Would that be a

4 constitutionally permissible thing for a prosecutor do

5 if the reason for his action is right on the table?

6 MR, NTEHAUJ: I think not, although I think

7 not

8 QUESTION: So you questions about the numbers

9 then co to the difficulty of ascertaining whethEr that

10 is true.

11 MR. NIEHAUS; Yes.

12 QUESTION: Not whether there is a

13 constitutional violation or not.

14 M. NTEHAUS: The ase of numbers shows what

15 the prosecutcr is about, so that the more jurors that

16 are removed, the greater the certainty is that he is

17 doing so for sorre nonrelated reason.

18 QUESTTON What wruld be wrong with the

19 judge's asking the prosecutor? Don't you have to assume

20 the prosecutor would probably tell the truth?

21 "R. NIFRAUS; Yes, I think tha4 the whole rule

22 is premised on the fict that the lawyers involved will

23 tell the court the truth.

24 QUESTIOlN There are five blacks, six blacks,

25 and the prosecutor strikes these five of them on the

25
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1 jury, and he doesn't strike the cther one, cr he does,

2 he strikes the one, a why Rid you strike him, as

k
3 Justice Stevens aske you? Wa says, just because he is

4 black. I don't know anything about him. I just think

5 blacks will vote for innocence here generally unless I

6 know something about him. I know something about these

7 other five, so T have left them on. Why wouldn't that

8 be constitutional? He concedes that he is striking

9 because of a stereotcead vie of the way blacks behave.

10 LE.. NIEH t IS: think that it wculd be a

11 violation, although perhaps -iot uraer th theory that we

12 are advancing here toDay. The theory that we are

13 advancing here today has to -^ with -

14 QUESTION: With ? cross section.

15 MR. NIEHAUSz -- with what the jury is, and sc

16 as long as the jury is more or less repr-sentative of

17 the community under this theory there are other ;eans tc

18 attack

19 QUESTION You hav' to make an equal

20 protection challenge to take carn of- th sir~cle strike

21 in the example given by Justice tevens, dor't you?

22 N. NIHAUS les. If I may just point, and I

23 will try to reserve a moment or two for rebuttal, that

24 the Court has the benefit of a brief riled on behalf of

25 the Kings County district attorney's office in >w York,

26
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1 and this brief shows the experience of four years

2 operation under the system of allowing questions of the

3 peremptory challenges, and that office says there is no

4 difficulty, and I would point that out tc the Cour t,

5 that because a peremptory challenge can be effective,

6 and can also be questioned in certain instances, that

7 there is no resat n n't to adopt the rule that we arp

8 asking for today.

9 If I ray reserve a few moments for retuttal.

10 ChIEF JUSTICE BURGER. Mr. Pearson.

11 OPAL ARUMENI OF RICKIE L. PEARSON, ESQ.,

12 C. BEr AF OF THE RESPONDFNT

13 R. PEARSO N r. hi-f Justice, and may it

14 please the Court, the issue before this Court today is

15 simply whether Swain versus Alabama should be

16 reaffirmed. We believe that Swain --

17 QUESTION. Well, now, that isn't what the

18 other side says at all. They say the issue is one of

19 whether the Sixth Amand mnt should apply.

20 MP. P EAPSON . We believe that it is the

21 Fourteenth nendmcnt that is the item that shculd be

22 challenged, and presents perhaps an address to the

23 problem. Swain dealt primarily with the use cf

24 peremptory challenges to strike individuals who were of

25 a cognizable or identifiable group.
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1 Petitioners show no case other than the State

2 of California's case dealing with the use of

3 peremptories wherein the Sixth Amendment was cited as

4 authority for resolving the problem. So, we believe

5 that the Fourteenth Amendment is indeed the issue. That

6 was the guts and primarily the basic concern of Swain.

7 We believe that it provides an objective

8 approach to the problem. It is bright line with

9 principles of law, sound constitutional reasoning based

10 on the Fourteenth Amendment and not the Sixth

11 Amendment. In the trial court under Swain petitioner

12 had the burden of pcrvina that his Fourteenth Amendment

13 rights were violated, and he failed to prove it. As a

14 matter of fact, he only made an attempt to get the

15 prosecutor to acknowledge that the prosecutor had struck

16 four blacks and two whites by utilizing perem Ftcry

17 challenges.

18. He never asked the prosecutor when, where, and

19 under what circumstances he had struck blacks in the

20 past.

21 QUESTIGN: i'ay I interrupt, yr. Pearscn?

22 Supposing he had askei the pc osecutoc, why did you

23 strike the four blacks, and the prosecutcr had said,

24 because I believe b la k s are unlikely to convict a black

25 defendant, and I don't particularly like blacks. Would

28
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1 that constitute a constitutionally impermissible

2 exercise of state power?

3 MR. PEARSON: That would not be

4 constitutionally impermissible because under Swain the

5 petitioner would have had to shDw that the particular

6 prosecutor had struck blacks over a period of time

7 QUES TION I understand it wculdn *t have

8 violated Swain. I just think -- I am asking ycu really

9 if you think in today's juris prudence that would be

10 consistent with our present approach to both the right

11 to an impartial jury and the intepretaticn cf the

12 Fourteenth Amendment.

13 Re PE.ARSO: No, sir, I would not conced

14 that that would have been a :onstitutional violation.

15 QUESTICN: What if his answer was, I struck

16 them because I always strike them in every case I try?

17 MR. PEARS0N. I think under Swain that would

18 have been permissible, because here we are telkinc about

19 over a period of time, nc- in a particular case, and we

20 have to realive that there are assorted reasons for

21 exercising peremptory challenges.

22 So much might include that very attitude, or

23 it could have struck blacks because they were

24 inattentive, or one of the verire persons might have

25 been too talkative. There couli be a host of reasons.
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1 But the problem with requiring an explanation is that it

2 requires a subjective answer.

3 QUESTION. W1ll, all this long period of time,

4 I assume -- well, how long would he have to be a

5 prosecutor before h -:uld have that prote: ticn?

6 YR. PEAPSON: Justice marshall, no one knows.

7 I don't know how lonj he would have to be, but over a

8 period of time. I think you would have to look at --

9 QUESTION. Well, what is over a period of

10 time?

11 E. PDRSON° This Court has never stated, and

12 I dare not speak for the Court.

13 QUESTIOt: That is a good constitutional rule,

14 isn't it, without any time at all.

15 v ". PEA RSON: Absol utely. Yes, sir.

16 QUESTICON; You think that is what Swain said?

17 R. PEA RSON: It z33ys over a period of time,

18 but it does not state what the period of time is. "'hat

19 is what Swain says. Petitioner has proposed two

20 remedies. First, that peremptory challengs be totally

21 eliminated for the prosecution. And in his brief he

22 also states the Sheeler approach, which is that when the

23 prosecution exercises peremptory challenges to strike

24 all or most of a cogaizable Dr identifiable group, that

25 the prosecutor be required to explain the use cf those
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1 challenges.

2 As to the elinimina tion of challenges totally

3 for the prosecution, we beli ve that it would create -an

4 imbalance in the selection process for juries. On one

5 hand, the defendant is free -r should be free from

6 bias. Pnd on the other hand, so should the

7 prosecution. If on one hand the prosecution can only

8 voir dire and exercise challenges for cause, the system

9 is imbalanced.

10 FurthermoLe, I think that in the event

11 peremptory challenges are totally eliminated for the

12 prosecution, we are on the tread and may be mcviag more

13 toward the choosing of a jury of a particular

14 ccmpcsition that the petitioner or defendant below --

15 QLESTION: -- denied peremptories to Toth

16 sides?

17 KE. PEARSON: Well, Justice Yarshall, in that

18 case you might well move more toward a more balanced

19 system, bu' when you propose the total elimination of

20 peremptory challenges for the persecution, you move more

21 toward an imbalance.

22 QUFSTTDN: I said both sides.

23 MR. PEARSO1. Yes, sir, I understand. When

24 ycu said --

25 QUESTIN That violates what section of the
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Constitution?

MR. PEASDN : Tf I understand your questicn --

QUESTION: Would that violate the

Constitution?

ME. PFARSON

peremptory challenges?

QUESTION If

If both sides cculd exercise

both sides are denied pereM ptory

challenges.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

sir. Because there is

No, sir, it would not violate

United States of America.

rfectly all right?

That would be all right. Ys,

no origin of peremptcry

challenges in the Constitu-ion. Of course, there are

some historical notions for their e xis tence .

QUESTICNs ?ell, it was a syst m prevailing at

the time, was it not?

ME. PEAPSONr It was, based Dn -- even i.1

colonial times and -- to some extent and based on the

common law. But if there were to be an eradication cf

peremptory challenge for both sides, there would be nc

constitutional violation. Both would stand equal before

the eyes of the law.

We al so. belie ve tha t if peremptory challenges

are eliminated totally for the prosecution, ycu are
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1 caoing to undermine the unanim ous verdict concept which

2 Kentucky is a unanimous verdict jurisdiction, because it

3 is acing to ash the selection of the jury toward a

4 particular compcsition.

5 Petitioner has also proposed that the

6 prosecution be required to explain the use of peremptory

7 challenges under prescribed circumstances. First of

8 all, we would state that that is not required by the

9 Fourteenth Amendment, and surely we don't believe that

10 is required by the Sixth Amendment, nor is it required

11 ty the state constitution of the Commonwealth of

12 Kentucky nor its criminal rules of procedure.

13 To require an explanation of cEremptory

14 challenges would destroy, we believe, the historical

15 nature and function of the device itself .

16 OJESTTON; Mr. Pearson, really this is kind of

17 an extra argument, because if the explanation couldn't

18 harm the pros-cutor anyway, it doesn't really make any

19 difference whether it is required. If you are

20 correcting your basic submission that it is perfectly

21 all right for the prosecutor to challenge because he

22 doesn'l like that pecson's race, and it is the same as

23 the race of the defendant, you don't have to convince us

24 of anything else. There is no reason to ask fcr

25 explanations. If you give that explanation, you still
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1 win. Isn't that correct?

2 MR. PEARSON; If I understand, that 's

3 correct. Absolutely. And that is consistent with this

4 historical development. It has always been unfettered

5 and uncontrolled by the Court, unexplained, and that is

6 the very nature of the device itself.

7 QUESTIOE. Let Us examine that. What I think

8 you .re building on is that you can take a peremnptory

9 challenge without giving any reason.

10 .R. PEARSON, Yes.

11 QUESTIONa And ycu uare building that that you

12 can give it for a violation of the Coi.stitution, and

13 those are two different animals.

14 R. PEARSON: No, sir, I --

15 QUESTION: If a state offi-er says I am using

16 race in my enforcement of my law, doesn't that violate

17 the Fourteenth Ameniment?

18 YF. PEARSUN; If 1-e state does- it over a

19 period 0 time, yes, it does, but in a particular case -

20 QUESTION: I didn't say over a period of

21 time.

22 MR. PEAPSCN But in a particular case --

23 QUESTION: He does it once. Doesn't he

24 violate the Constitution?

25 MR. PEARSON: We ion't believe so.

3L4
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QUESTION-. Well, hew many times?

MR. PEARSON Well, I think there based upon

how many times it has been done, it has to raise a

reasonable inference that he is practicing invidious

discrimination . I can' t quantify a par ticula r number.

QUESTIONz Can you give me any case that says

that a constitutional right has to be denied a number of

times?

MR. PEARSON As I understand your question, I

don't know of a case to that point, but I do know that

Swain says that --

QUEST-1ON Including Swai n.

MR. PERSON -. Fac -Ln?

OUESTICN Including Swain. Did swain say

that?

MP. PF"SoN: . o, sir, not as you put it. I

will say --

QUESTION: What were you anout to say :hat

Swain provides? Whyt was the point you were go.og to

make?

'R . PEARSON I was going to say that Swain

provides that whenver peremptory challenges have been

utilized over a periol of time that the petitioner has

or the defendant has to prove that they have been

exercised for the purpose of excluding, like in this
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1 particular case , blacks.

2 Ycu can't look at the one isolated situation.

3 QUtSTIONo Counsel, what do you think -- under

4 Swain, what if it is proved that over a period of time,

5 whatever that is, the prosecutor just strikes all

6 blacks? Doesn't that just raise an inference that he is

7 doing it for racial reasons?

8 MR. PEARSON,: I think it raises a reasonable

9 inference that he is doing it for racial reasons.

10 QUESTION: And that he thinks that just all

11 blacks -- there isn't any black that is qualified to sit

12 on a jury. That is the inference, isn't it?

13 NR. PEA RSD)\ I aoree, it is the inference.

14 QUESTION. So what if the -- do you think

15 under Swain that if that is proved, that the ccnvicticn

16 would be set aside?

17 1 P. P EARSON ® I think if that is pr cved,

18 that --

19 QUESTION: If striking people because of their

20 racial characteristics, if that is a justifiable

21 inference in the cast, the judgment is going to be set

22 aside, isn't it, under Swain?

23 MR. PEARSON -. Undec Swain it would.

24 QUESTION: Now, what if the prosecutor gets ut

25 and says, now, look, we don't have to wait for a period
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1 of time to rely on 'some inference from statistics. I amr

2 striking these blacks because I don't think they can sit

3 fairly in this case or any other case. Now, Swain

4 didn't approve that, did it?

5 MR. PEARSDR . Yes, sir, it dil.

6 QUESTION. It did?

7 MR. PEA RSON Yes, sir.

8 QUJESTTON; What makes you think that?

9 MR. PEARSON; Because the test in Swain is

10 that you must show thiat the prosecutor iid it over a

11 period of time.

12 QUESTICN No, it says that if you show that

13 these strikes have taken place over a period of time,

14 ther: is an inference of racial discrimination.

15 MR. P EARSON1 Pight.

16 QUESTION. What if there is another way of

17 proving racial discrimination?

18 ?-R. PEA PSC:' Then of course e --

19 QUESTIOhN And I just suggested to you, and my

20 example is clear as a bell, the prosecutor can seize

21 it. Don'f wait for a couple more years. I will tell

22 you now what th c result will be.

23 MR. PEAR3SON We will submit that over the

24 period of time test, which is the one that carries the

25 day, when you have - petitioner has proposed a remedy
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1 on the Wheeler which we believe to be a subjective

2 test. When you have a serious allegation such as

invidious or intentional oc purposeful discrimination,

4 the test proposed by petitioner under wheeler versus

5 California we believe to be nebulous and subjective.

6 Swain we believe to be objective, because it

7 would be based upon verifiable evidence that it would be

8 not be left as to whether or not the prosecutor

9 answered9 gave an explanation why he was clothed with a

10 wardrobe of antiipated answa rs that he would give the

11 trial judge. The trial judoe then would have to

12 determine whether or not he believed counsel and, of

13 course, whether or not there was a strong lik elihoon

14 that there had been discrimination purely based on

15 numbers wherein a situation such that the prosecutor

16 struck two blacks out of four. Whether cr nct that is a

17 strong likelihood, reasonable judges across this country

1i might differ. So, I think that Wheeler is a subjective

19 test. that it is nebulous in its application, that it is

20 not sounding in Fourteenth Amendment principles.

21 Another problem with utilizing the Wheeler

22 approach is this. If the prosecution is required to

23 explain the use of pecemptory challenges, it may force

24 or inhibit his exercise of peremptory challenges in that

25 he might say, well, you know, I am not going to strike
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1 all of the blacks or all of the Catholics or all of the

2 females in this particular case because T might aive

3 rise to the issue, so what I will do is that I will just

4 not strike all of them, and I will leave a jury with

5 those individuals on it, although I know, my

6 professional experience tells me that I should.

7 Now, by requiring an explanation, the

8 prosecution can skirt the issue and in essence create

9 what we would call an artificial quota on a jury or for

10 that fact a token jury in which he would have absolutely

11 little >r no trust. That is the problem with Wheeler.

12 QUESTICNt Well, counsel, a token black left

13 on a jury isn't going to satisfy the theory of the other

14 side, their statistical approach, as the exchange with

15 Justice Brennan in; imated. Isn't that right?

16 B. PEARSON: The token, I think if you leave

17 the token black on the jury, based on petitioner's

18 theory, it probably wouldn't satisfy him, but I am

19 thinking that tha. is a problem where you are headed if

20 you adopt Wheeler. You are talking about an artificial

21 quota because the prosecutor would feel inhibited from

22 exercising peremptory challenges. Consequently that

23 would make a fair and impartial trial secondary. The

24 appearance of not discriminating would be the primary

25 concern.
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1 1 QUEST ION; You hav? mentioned cr referred to

2 the difficulty cf trying to find out what the pattern or

3 pr-ctice is, but suppose there is a manual in the

4 prosecutor's office and the section on selection of

5 juries says categorically that you shoulO always strike

6 any minority representative from the panel with a

7 peremptory challnga if the lefandant is a member of

8 some minority, whether Catholic or Jewish or Puerto

9 Rican or whatever. What abcut that? Wculd you need to

10 show a pattern of practice i! the manual instructs the

11 prosecutors to do that?

12 YR. PEARSON I do 't thi nk you would. I

13 think that would be a constitutional violation in and of

14 itself, for the simple --

15 QUESTTDN. In the instruction?

16 MR. PEAPSON: Yes, sir. Yes.

17 QUESTIUN: I suppose you would need to show

18 that there was at. least some conpliance with that

19 manual.

20 MR. PEAFSON; I think that would be mcst

21 persuasive for a defendant. Tt really would. But I

22 think that in and of itself would show that the office

23 itself, not the particular prosecutor, but the officee is

24 indeed acting on invidious discrimination grounds, and

25 that would be a constitutional violation.
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I QUESTION- How 13 you distinguish the

2 instruction in the manual from the hypothetical Justice

3 White asked you earlier, namely, when the prosecutor in

4 a given case says, I always do it, I don't want any

5 blacks, I have a black defeniant? How :c you

6 distinguish then?

7 MR. PEARSON' I think the difference would be

8 that the manual woul- be policy, policy that would

9 affect the entire office over a period of time. n he

10 othe-r scenario where you are deilinq with the particular

11 r prosecutor, he is in that particular triel dealing with

12 that particular venire, and may not be ccnfrorted with

13 the venire of that type for _ time tc come. Sc I think

14 the difference is that the policy of the office is

15 dic .atina to all those for whom -- all the prosecutors

16 who are working for the office that that is the attitude

17 and the aprroach I think you should take al ways

18 whc nevei.

19 QUESTION. Well, suppose the policy man wrote

20 the hook.

21 fP. PE.APSON: If I understand your question,

22 the policy man -

23 QUESTYON Wrote the manual that the Chief

24 Justice is talking about.

25 -. PEARSOF: Fight.
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1 QUESTION: The same man that you said didn't

2 dc it right, he did it this time right. Tel1 me the

3 difference.

4 MP. PEARSON I think that -- well, I see the

5 difference probab-ly moving more toward --

6 QUESTION; Make me see.

7 fR. PEARSON': -- the difference moving more

8 toward him being a discrimina tory type individual, and

9 that that is a basis --

10 QUESTION; Well, suppose a prosecutor reads a

11 piece of paper saying that. Would that make it right?

12 R. PEARSON That wouldn't be a violation of

13 the Fourteenth Amnndment.

14 QUESTI0N; Does all policy have to be in

15 wri ting ?

16 MP. PEARSON; No, sir, all policy does not

17 have to be in writing. In closing, we believe that by

18 adopting the Wheeler approach , there woult. be a

19 destruction of the presumption of the proper use of

20 peremptory challenges by the prosecution, ar as a

21 result of that it might cause an erosion of professional

22 as well as Public trust, be it the prosecutor himself or

23 the prosecution 's office.

24 Because Wheeler is so subjective, and Swain is

25 indeed objective, and based in verifiable facts in
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1 evidence, we believe under those circumstances Swain

2 should be reaffirmed.

3 In closing, we believe that the trial court of

4 Kentucky and the Supreme Court of Kentucky have firmly

5 embraced Swain, and we respectfully request that this

6 Court affirm the opinion of the Kentucky couct as well

7 as to reaffirm Swain versus A laba-ma.

8 Thank you.

9 CHIEF JUSTICE EURGER. yr. Wallace.

10 QEAL AR UMENT OF LAWRENCE G. WALLACE, ESQ.,

11 ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES

12 AS A;ICUS CUPIAE IN SUPPORT CF RESPoNDENT

13 ME. WALLACEs Mr. Chief Justice, and may it

14 please the Court, the theme of the brief we have filed

15 in this case is that far frcm standing as an aberration

16 in the law, Swain against Alibama fits irto a consistent

17 pattern with all of this Court's related jurisprudence.

18 Swain was an equal protectiaj case, but surely the

19 opinion's careful analysis of the historic role and

20 purposes of the perenptory challenge system is even more

21 directly relevant to the meaning of the Sixth Amend ment

22 right to trial by an impartial jury.

23 The Court in Swain su-gestei that the

24 peremptory challenge at least on the part of the

25 defendant may well b= a nece-ssary part of that right,
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1 although it also sail that the Court hal previously said

2 the Constitution doesn't require it, but certainly the

3 implications of the analysis in Swain is that the

4 peremptory challenge system as we have known it is

5 consistent with the Sixth Amendment right tc trial by

6 impartial jury.

7 Some cf the briefs filed in this c se suggest

8 that history more firmly supports the right on the part

9 of the defendant than on the part of the prosecution,

10 but even if that is True, that does not in any way

11 undermine the constituticnality of sta tute law or rules

12 of courts such as the Federal Rules of Criminal

13 PLCcedure which allow the use of the peremptory by the

14 prosecution as well as a col ater balan ce to its use by

15 the defendant so that the objective of the Sixth

16 Amendment, trial by ari impartial jury, is mcre

17 effectively achieved by lopping off from the panel those

18 who in the judgment of the litigant.' are some what less

19 likely in their own soecu7 tive judgment to decide the

20 case impartially on the basis of the evidence in the

21 context of the Fa rticular case.

22 QUESTION: Mr. Wallace, if the challenge here

23 were being made to Swain itself urder the equal

24 protection clause as opposed to the' Sixth Amendment,

25 would you be here and making the same argument?
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1 MR. WALLACE: Ch, yes. Oh, yes. We think

2 that Swain quite properly recognized that the equal

3 protection clause protects agains systematic

4 discrimination in the system that prejudices

5 participation ir the system but does not guarantee a

6 particular defendant any particular constitution on his

7 own jury so long as that jury is impartial.

8 QUESTiGN1 Even if the prosecutor openly

9 admits that he is striking all jurors of a particular

10 race because of their race?

11 NR. WALLAZEs Because of their race in the

12 context of tne case. What the prosecutor is supposed tc

13 be doing, and I think Swain makes this quite clear, is

14 making a litigation judgment about hcw best .c assure

15 impartiality of a jury in the context of a particular

16 case.

17 QUESTION; Mr. Wallace, wasn't Swain just a

18 case that says what it takes to make out a prime facie

19 Lase of racial discrimination?

20 0 . W.LLACE That is correct, Your Honor.

21 QUESTION; And over a period of time if you

22 could prove that the prosecutor struck blacks because of

23 their race, an: there never :ould be a black, as far as

24 he was concerned, who could sit, that makes out a prima

25 facie case. No if he gets up and say's, that is the
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1 way I do it in this case and every other, I don't know

2 why Swain would prevent overturning that conviction.

3 NR. WALLACE; It would not. It wculd allow

4 the use of that conviction as a remedy for a systematic

5 discrimination, although in one sense the particular

6 defendant in the particular case wasn't discriminated

7 against if he had an impartial jury.

8 QUESTION: Yes, but. that has always been true

9 of racial --

10 MR. WALLACE.- That's correct.

11 QUESTION: -- discrimination on petit juries,

12 panels.

13 MP. WALLACE. That's correct. And when there

14 is something shewn that is infecting the system, that

15 case is allowed to be used as a device fcr correcting

16 that infects the system.

17 QUESTIONa Mc. Wallace, let me take you one

18 step further. Supposing the prosL.cutor never tried a

19 case before. ~.t was his first case. There was only onp

20 black on the venire. He challenges him. The judge

21 says, why dil you challenge aim? He says, because I

22 don't -think a black is qualified to sit on a jury as far

23 as I'm concerned, because I don't like blacks.

24 Constitutional violation or no?

25 MR. WALLACE; Well, there probably would he in
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1 that case, Your Honor, although -

2 QUESTION: Jast probably?

3 MR. WALLACE -- it is an inartful answer at

4 best.

5 QUESTION; Well, let's take it one step

6 further. He doesn't say that, but he says, the

7 defendant is black, and I think blacks are mcre apt tc

8 vote to acquit blacks than white are, and for that

9 reason I just dcn't want any blacks cn this jury. Is

10 that a constitutionally permissible reason for excluding

11 a black from a jury?

12 hRP. WALLCE. Swai-1 says it is.

13 QUESTON- I don't c e about Swain. What do

14 you think the law is today?

15 MR. WALLACE: We take the position that that

16 is a permissible basis for exercising peremptcry

17 challenges. It is n t -

18 QUEST T cN; Would it be permissibl e for a jude e

19 to challenge a jury foc cause on that ground?

20 hR. WALLACE; Ch, no, no.

21 QUESTION-. The stat e can do it through the

22 prosecutor, but rot through the. judge.

23 IR. W ALLACE: Well, there is much virtue in

24 the present system in the fact that judges are not asked

25 to say aye or nay to the various reasons that counsel
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1 hav as litigation decisicns about why they want to

2 exercise their peremptories they way they do.

3 2UESTION. Why wouldn't it be permissible for

4 a judge do to that? He might say, yes, I agree with

5 you, I think blacks ace more apt to acquit blacks. Say

6 he thought that. Why is that different from the

7 prosecutor?

8 MR. WALLACE Because that is a matter of

9 litigation strategy in the particular case. The judge

10 is not supposed to intrude into litigation decisions of

11 that kind as long as he feels that the jury that is

12 being impaneled is an impartial one that meets the

13 requirements of the Sixth Amendment.

14 The very nature of the peremptory challenge is

15 t :at probably in most cases, probably the great

16 majority, it tends to reduce or eliminate the

17 representation of certain parts :f the cross-section of

18 'he community f rcm '.he particular jury.

19 QUESTION: Mr. Wallace, dor't you think saying

20 that I think there isn't any black who wouldn't be more

21 likely to acquit, ill blacks are mo re likely to acquit,

22 so I am uoinq tc keep them all off the jury, is that

23 really very_ much different from saying I am striking

24 this 'nan because he is a bli k? That is just another

25 way of saying the same thing, is it not?
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1 MF. WALACE: If it is put that way rather

2 than related to an affinity between these jurors and the

3 particular defendant or the particular kind of crime it

4 is about.

5 QUESTINs Well, all right, I say these black

6 jurors are more likely to ac-,uit black defandants, and

7 therefore -- I am not sure th at that is even very

8 sound.

9 MR. WALLACEs Well, the experien:e of federal

10 prosecutors is that they don't think in such broad brush

11 stereotypes for the most part because there ere many

12 other --

13 QUESTTON: Under Swain, say that cver a period

14 of time the prosecutor is proved to have struck all

15 blacks off the juries, and the reason he constantly

16 gives is blacks just won't szquit -- they are just more

17 prone to acquit. That is just the way they are. liow, I

18 thought Swain said t1-it would. probably 1ake out a --

19 R . WALLACEz And T agree wi-.h you. That is

20 just entirey too undiscriminating. Swain has served as

21 a catalyst to make people look beyond stereotypes of

22 that kind. For one thing, sa bsequent decisions have

23 assured that the venires themselves are more broadly

24 constituted, and in the 20 years since Swain, the

25 profile of many things has changed.
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1 Prosecutors today are much more predominantly

2 persons who in their own personal experiences have

3 loced beyond stereotypes with various racial groups.

4 They have gone to school with pecple of various groups,

5 worked with them. A large percentage of prosecutors

6 today in the U.S. Attorneys' Offices are minority or

7 women. For example, there is increased diversity, as we

8 stated in our brief, in both income levels and education

9 levels in the black community and in other communities,

10 but the nature of tha peremptory challenge system is

11 that the kind of case that is involved tends to

12 influence the judgment of both litigants with, respect tc

13 who is apt to be a better risk to be impartial in the

14 case.

15 Obviously, in an immigration case, the

16 prosecutor is more likely to strike members cf certain

17 ethnic groups in that particular kind of a case. If a

18 whit + policeman is a lefeniaat, he may he zcrncerned

19 about relations between the police and the black

20 community.

21 CHIEF JUSTI E BURER z Your time has expired,

22 "r. Wallace.

23 Thank you, gentlemen. The case is submitted.

24 (Whereupon, at 3:01 o'clock p.m., the case in

25 the above-entitled matter is submitted )
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